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Dead space 3 strategy guide

Download game guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks free iOS app to shoot your own limbs! The Dead Space 3 guide includes detailed exercises to complete all 19 campaign chapters and side missions. The Dead Space 3 guide includes detailed exercises to complete all 19 campaign chapters and side missions. You can also find a list of all hidden items along
with their exact location (also mentioned in the chapter's description). The guide includes descriptions of 19 key plot chapters; artifacts [40], logs [71], weapon parts [73], blueprints [12] and upgrade circuits [61]; the guide's color display colors: bold-mark boxes, lockers, and other small elements; red - met in the game, type and sometimes numerical. Three
main categories of secrets to be found in the game are displayed in color: Blue-Artifacts: EarthGov Artifacts, Unit Artifacts, S.C.A.F. Artifacts, Alien Artifacts;Orange-Logs: Text Logs, Audio Logs; Green- Other: weapon parts, blueprints, upgrade circuits. There are several game side missions available in co-op mode, where you can find secrets (artifacts, logs,
weapon parts). To complete the game at 100%, you need to play that mission - there is no other possibility to get that item while playing in single player mode. Translated by Makiz Elond Mircha Next Control PC Author Artur Arxel Justiceinski Translated by Artur Arxel Justiceinski gamepressure.com Translator: Makiz Elond Mirza &amp; Slamir Shuzur
Nizadric Last updated: May 5, 2016 Guide: 96 pages, 771 images. Use the comments below to submit updates and fixes to this guide. Dead Space 3 Action Guide News Videos 14 Files 51 Images 69 Extended 2 Series Download Guide Get an ebook version of this guide: Get an updated entry game community Facebook YouTube Guide Join Twitter you
can not copy images, text or information from this page. This site is not related to electronic arts companies or EA games and is not approved. All logos and images are copyrighted by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 gamepressure.com, select the GRY-Online S.A. chapter on unofficial game guides, exercises, secrets, game tips, maps, and
strategies for the best games, or view the game index. Welcome to Dead Space 3! You can't really see anything through all eyes... WASD moves, advancing through the eyes. If you get lost, grab [B] and use a locator. Now that your eyes are clear, you can see things! including that burning thing right in front of him. Hold [SHIFT] and move faster. It's what
you're looking for, a burning ship thing. Press [SPACE] to step on the ground. If you stop the box, good things Drop like an ammo and health kit! Press [E] to pick up the popped garbage from the box. Now that you have ammo for the empty gun, you can reload it by pressing [R]. Now find a way to get into the ship. Watch the gun load, grab the [RMB], shoot
down the weapon and press [LMB] to shoot! (If you don't aim your gun, [LMB] will only punch.) The door to the ship has some fragile glass, I wonder how you can break it? {Spoiler, it has taken it). Now that the door is not blocked, walk to the door and press [E] to open it like a normal door! Maybe the door was there for a reason, though. Get ready to find your
first Nekrumov! It's as simple as shooting glass. You must aim for limbs, amputations are much more powerful then body shots and even head shots! Now that those things are dead (are you sure you killed them correctly? they have the unpleasant habit of pretending to die...), you can step on them. This will drop a piece of loot. It's a great way to get back
some ammo or health that you've lost fighting them. Time to get into the crashed ship! Fight your way through a few more nasty things until you reach the ladder. Mount the ladder with [E] and climb upwards. The cockpit is blocked by the gate. If you're playing Co-op, both players must activate and open each side. If you're playing alone, either one will work.
There will be quite a few co-op features throughout the game, but you can win perfectly by yourself. There's something you need to get in the cockpit! It is a blue silver cylinder. [E] to pick it up. The boat begins to slide, and you are forced to salvage on the wire. Move down the hill, move left or right in the path of obstacles. You can also press [SHIFT] to jump
over the gaps in the wall. Damn, the boat is sliding down the wall, and it's getting you! I have a huge rotating fan blade starting to fall towards you. Otherwise you will get crushed into pieces, blow it up and shoot with a gun! (Fan blades are a big rotating thing with orange lines if you need to define them). Where are we? What does the cylinder do? Bloody
what the hell is going on!? All this, responding to the next episode of Dead Space! 200 years later in some gorgeous cities, we stopped, although his ex found our slightly crazy protagonist in time through ... After being jumped and shot by a gym buff, Clarke is confident to help Ellie in her quest to stop markers once again by risking danger. So start another
blood-soaked adventure of Isaac and the nerd! What is Strategy Guide/Walkthrw/FAQ Celebrity GamerZ? Review N7 armorA game file stored in Mass Effects 3 can get N7 armor in that game. Planetary Cracker Plasma Cutter File the game in dead space 2 to get a planetary cracker plasma cutter when you reach the first working bench. Bonus Mode
successfully completes the game to unlock the following new modes: Classic: Only classic weapons can be built using blueprints, cooperative deactivation, classic aiming is enabled, and difficulty level is difficult. Complete classic mode to successfully unlock demon horns. Hardcore: The whole game must be completed without dying. You can save the game,
but death is reset to start. Complete the hardcore mode to successfully unlock retro mode. Note: To prevent the game from being reset when you die, after saving the game, copy the saved game to a USB or alternate memory location to keep the saved game if you die. New Game +: Maintains all resources and inventory in the previously completed game. +3
Circuit and MK-II overclock parts can be found throughout the game. It is available at any difficulty level. Pure survival: Enemies no longer drop health or ammo, everything has to be built on the crafting bench and the difficulty is difficult. Successfully complete pure survival mode to unlock mega resource deposits and MK-II overclock part sets. Retro Mode
successfully completes the hardcore mode to unlock the retro mode. Retro mode adds a pixel filter that makes the whole game look retro. Demon Horns completes classic mode to successfully unlock demon horns. Demon Horns is a special and very powerful weapon similar to bubble fingers in Dead Universe 2. It has full stats in most categories and can kill
most enemies with one shot. Isaac says bang every time he fires a weapon! Unlock collects all alien artifacts: alien circuit set: complete the tasks shown to successfully unlock that set and/or suit. Builder's Circuit Set: Collect all blueprints. Successfully complete the game on casual difficulty: clip circuit set and legendary suit set. Clip Circuit Set, Legendary
Suit Set and Circuit Set Reload: Successfully complete the game on normal difficulty level. Successfully complete the game on survivalist difficulties: clip circuit set, legendary suit set, circuit set and fire circuit set speed. Successfully complete the game in Zealot difficulty: clip circuit set, legendary suit set, circuit set reload, fire circuit set speed and damage
circuit set. Comms Circuit Set: Collects all audio logs. Crafter's Circuit Set .C.A.F. Deep Digg Suit: Collect all weapon parts. Earthgob Circuit Set: Collect all Earthgob artifacts. Study circuit set: Collects all text logs. S.C.A.F. Circuit Set: Collects all S.C A.F. artifacts. Silver Adapter Set and S.C.A.F. Flight Dress: Collect all artifacts. Silver Attachment Set:
Collects all circuits. Silver Frame Set and Hostile Environment Suit: Successfully complete the demo version of the game with a 100% rating. Silver module Collect all logs. Monologist Circuit Set: Collects all monology artifacts. Stasis Support Attachments successfully completes the demo version of the game to unlock stacy-enabled attachments that can be
attached to weapons in the full version of the game. This attachment ensures that co-op partners also benefit from using the Stasis pack. You'll get the 8-piece, and there's a shack with benches, bunk beds, and generators. Inside, there are random entries. After you've caught the items, leave the shack at the door. When the door is closed, it re-enters the
shack and grabs the newly created items. It will be extra money, stasis or Medpack, or resources. Repeat as many times as you want. You can sell items for extra money or use them to create new and better weapons. Whenever the game displays storage and progress near the area where the item box or locker is located, collect the item, then pause the
game and select the Save and Exit option. Reloading the game will resurrect the item. Collect items, select Save and Exit, and reload the game. Repeat as many times as you want. A good place to do this is towards the end of Chapter 5. At the end of Chapter 13, defeat the boss. Do not continue to the exit. Instead, collect tungsten and items from the box.
Then pause the game and select the Save and Exit option to return to the main menu. Next, select the Continue from last save option to return to the beginning of the snowy field area. Items in the box can be revived and re-collected. Repeat as many times as you want. All collectible locations search for marked locations to find all artifacts, circuits, logs and
weapon parts in the game: weapon parts location searches marked locations to find those weapon parts: Chapter 3 Heavy Standard Frame: Use kinesis to open side doors, once you're in the air lock and the air pressure stabilizes. You can then turn left to see the weapon parts near the locked door on the left. Tesla Core: After Norton and his crew are inside
the ship, the locked door that collected the first weapon parts is unlocked. Go through the door to where Norton is and turn right. On the way to the target, there is a weapon part near the big door leading to the back of the ship. Chapter 4 Plasma Core: At the beginning of the chapter, set the ball left in the box near the bench. Thyring Taurus: Fly around a
circular vessel to get near a half circle-like hinged structure. This area has a lot of panels with yellow outlines. Shoot the left one to get the parts. The weapon part will be near a locked door that requires a tungsten torque bar. Charge: There are weapon parts on the right in the room where the generator is switched off during the Greely Navigation optional
side mission. Telemetry Spikes: Enter a room on the left side of Dr. Engstrom's zone during the Greely Expedition Optional Side mission. Use it to get keys from the reactor room and open a small door next to the fabrication bench. Get tungsten in this room, use it to make tungsten talk bars on benches. Using a tungsten torque bar, open the room to the left
of Dr. Engstrom's zone to discover weapon parts. Compact standard frame: Decrypt the message during the Greely Navigation Optional Side mission and go over the boat. Go to an L-shaped vessel with the Eagle logo. Use Kinesis to open the door. The weapon parts are inside. Precision tip: Quickly move to CSM Brusilov and see the massive debris at
Number 9 or 6. Near that number are two fragile panels. Both are taken, and one of them includes a weapon part. Chapter 5 Heavy Standard Frame: Once the skiff is anchored to the platform, walk along the path to the exit and air lock. Use Kinesis to open and enter the air lock hatch. You can move in the opposite direction and open another hatch to
pressurize the room to board the Terra Nova. Then, grab the weapon part on the right side of the air lock. Hydraulic engines: Enter the cargo hull while searching for a tram stop, then go right to find weapon parts along the way to the dead end. Conidi Dispersion: During the Corning Tower selective side mission, you will find all the middle station doors locked.
Climb to the control panel on the left to complete the electrical engineering interface to power the door to unlock one of the doors. Then enter the room with a work-to-work. Take a few steps to the left to the control room to find weapon parts. Create a tungsten torque bar to pass through doorways and climb ladders to a higher level. You will meet several
nerds. If defeated, the electric trap will shoot out of the right control box and exit. Continue along the locator beam to another ladder. Before going down the ladder, use a tungsten torque bar to open a room near the ladder, with weapon parts and circuits inside. Medic Support: During corning tower optional side missions, when trying to find the key to the
post-supply room Return to Corning Tower, take the cargo lift to the supply room and use the key to open the door. Open the storage container inside to find the two circuits and weapon parts. Chapter 6 Stasisport: In the hangar where you find crozier vessels, you will find weapon parts on the other side of the hangar. You can pull using kinesis or use the
shuttle bay to go the other way. Facing the back of the shuttle. Chapter 8 Investigative Charges: At the beginning of the chapter, when looking for survivors, look for heat sources to find a few step weapon parts at the crash site. Compressor: Continue until you reach the ground after the pipe breaks. You can then turn around and go behind the pipe and go to
another red structure to warm it up. Open the door with kinesis and start the generator to heat yourself. The weapon part is on the bed of this shack. Stasis Coating: A large circular structure is displayed when the end of the cabinet is reached. Do not go inside, as this will start with the next chapter. Instead, you can roam the structure until you find a narrow
mountain pass. Pass through the pass until you reach the area with the weapon part. Being close to the video console, you get the message that Ellie is heading to the shelter with other survivors, leaving flares for you to follow. Chapter 9 Canister Recovery Module: The weapon part is in a room with a generator that needs to be activated to turn on the
elevator after meeting with your partner. Compact standard frame: The weapon part is in the kitchen where the enemies run away from you. It's right on the table when you enter the kitchen. Explosion Amplifier: The weapon part is in the room where you have to solve some puzzles. You can look at the left side of the room from the catwalk of the machine and
see it. Tesla Core: Follow the locator beam at the station to security to find weapon parts. Heavy standard frame: After the battle with the big Necromov, go inside the outpost. The weapon part is in the second room from where you enter. Compact Iterator: During the supply warehouse selection side mission, you insert the battery to the left of the door at the
top of the door at the top of the steps to power the room and access the storage room containing the weapon part, at which point the locator must acquire the battery to open the point door. Range: During supply warehouse option side missions, call the storage elevator and defeat a lot of necromoves, open the storage box to find the weapon part. There are
lunches and kiosks in the same area. arms part, wedged between them, over Chapter 10 Pneumatic Torch: The cutscenes are completed as soon as you find the team, turn left and enter the room with an audio log. This room has a door that requires a tungsten talk bar. The weapon parts are inside. Directed suspension field: In a supply depot with weapons
benches and formal kiosks, the weapons part is right next to the kiosk. Hammond's Heavy Frame: Enters the excavation site, kills a necromov that falls on his head, and then descends a ladder. Behind the ladder is a part of the weapon. Use kinesis to get it. Telemetry spikes: When you arrive at the generator to activate it, look at a table near the engineering
bench to find the weapon parts before turning it on. Chapter 11 Repeat: Inside the barracks there is a door that requires a tungsten torque bar to unlock it. The weapon parts are inside. Stasis Amp: Exits the cylindrical room during a weapon optional side mission, passes through a pole, and looks at the left shelf to find the weapon part. Look down from the
catwalk to see the weapon part below. Kill the enemy and reach them using the cargo lift. Acid Bath: During weapon selection side missions, follow the locator into the area looking for a large cache with weapon parts in the tram. Stasis Support: Weapon parts are in the same cache as acid bath weapon parts. 13th Compact Standard Frame: There are two
tents at the entrance to the cave. From there, turn left and move forward a few steps to find the third tent. The weapon part is next to the third tent. Weller's Compact Frame Frame: Collect compact standard frame weapon parts and be attacked by Necromov. Kill them and then walk forward until you reach the end of the path. Look for the yellow box. Weapon
parts are behind it. Ammo Support: When you enter the second cave, there is a climbing device on the far side of the cave. The weapon part on the barrel as a climbing device. Chapter 16 S.C.A.F. Frame: Close to the beginning of the chapter, take the elevator to find the weapon part and then continue the steps to reach the first door. Use Kinesis to grab
weapon parts on the way down. Safety guard: When entering the hydraulic room, find the weapon parts that remain on the shelf. Look around and look for weapon parts. It's just the left side of the blueprint. Chapter 17 Compact Standard Frame: In a Large Room Circles, weapon parts are past the desks of benches and kiosks, right, on the desk. Stasis
Coating: During artifact storage optional side missions, the weapon part is located on a bridge three floors down from the top floor of the Zero-G environment area. Look for small alcove protruding from the main cylinder. Chapter 18 Mountain Bath: At the beginning of the chapter, sit in a pile of boxes and look to the right side of the locator path for a cache of
weapon parts. Electric Shock Module: The weapon part is located on the right side of the mountain-side weapon part. To create a weapon making blueprint custom weapon, you need to use a working bench. But first, you need to have all the parts you need to make a weapon. If you use custom parts found throughout the game, you can create completely
unique weapons with unique statistics. Frames, tools, tips and attachments: Frames are the foundation of weapons: you need four main items to craft a custom weapon. Decide how many other compatible components and parts you can add to your custom weapon. There are two types of frames: small elite frames: one-handed hands and mobile weapons.
Heavy Elite Frame: Heavy use. It can be transported with both hands to mount heavier modules. Tool tools are components of weapons mounted on the back or top of the frame. The tool decides how much elemental damage the weapon will cause. There are 10 types of tools: electro shock module: emit electricity from the weapon. Explosion Module: Used
to make small explosives. Hydraulic engine: Increases the user's physical and athletic performance. You can even stop the charge of the Necromov, killing it with a single hit. Military engine: semi-automatic, wide or small spread, precision sniper and fully automatic use with shotgun. Plasma cores: Fire plasma rays for construction and engineering needs. You
can use it in heavy frames to create contact beams. Pneumatic torch: Effective for long-distance combat when used for compact frames. Heavy frames deal high damage, but only in a short range. Rip Core: Create a cut blade that can be replaced using the tool's internal nano-forging. Investigative charges: Used to make explosives for mining. It can be used
to create Tripwire, Rocket Launcher, and Canister Bomb Launchers. Telemetry Spike: Fires a single window for mining and reconnaissance requirements. It can be assembled into explosive modules for precise explosives. Tesla Cores: Depending on your tips, there may be a number of features of this tool. You can make electric bola with Tesla core and
lightning bolt. There are different types of bolts and bola that you can make. Each property and function is different. Tip Tips are part of a weapon that emits ammunition. Different tips can have different effects on the same tool. There are 20 types. Compact instruction release field: Used to create ammunition fires in solid, liquid and plasma form. Compressor:
Used to condense more ammo and make it stream-lined form. Conidi Dispersion: Used to create ammunition fires in a wider pattern. Basic Tip: Generates the raw energy of the tool. Lysing Torus: Expands when the weapon's ammo collides with something. Directed discharge field: Laser response of small directional discharge field. Still Field Supervision:
Used to suspend projectiles. It can be used to weaken large engines. Precision Tip: Focus projectile energy and shots. Rail accelerator: Throw energy and objects very quickly. Attachment: An additional perk that a weapon can have if it does not have enough upgrade circuitry. Acid bath: ammunition is covered with acid; Problems in contact slowly eat away.
Ammo Box: Expand the weapon's ammo reserve. Ammo Soup: Increase the magazine size of your weapon for you and your partner. Ammo Sweeper: Collect ammo that has automatically dropped around. Damage Supp: Increase the damage of both you and your partner's weapons. Electric charge: provides a small zap to the projectile. Explosive Amplifier:
Amplify the size of the explosion caused by explosives. Flame Glaze: Covers projectiles on fire. Stasis Amplifier: Increases the stasis effect of tools that release stasis energy. Stasis coating: The projectile is coated with a small stasis field. Here is a list of set weapons and special custom weapons that can be crafted with proper frames, tools and tips: Assault
Rifle Frame: Heavy Tools: Military Engine Tips: Compressor Pulse Rifle Frame: Heavy Duty Balza Frame: Military Engine Tip: Find Heavy Equipment Rifle Frame: Heavy Duty Finder Rifle Frame: Military Engine Tip: Precision Tip Carbin Frame: Heavy Tools: Military Engine Tip: Heavy Duty Footing Tip: Heavy Duty Engine Tip: Heavy Duty Engine Tip: Heavy
Duty Engine Tip : Heavy duty engine tip: heavy duty engine tip: heavy equipment: heavy tool: lip core tip: instruction discharge field heavy suspend ripper frame: heavy tool: lip core tip: heavy tool: heavy tool: military engine tip: heavy tool: telemetry spike tip: connick dispersion shotgun frame: heavy duty dispersed shotgun frame: heavy duty dispersed
shotgun frame: military engine tip: core diper contact beam frame: heavy tip : Heavy Tip: Heavy Tip: Heavy Tip: Heavy Horse: Heavy Horse: Heavy Horse: Precision Block: Telemetry Spike Tip: Thyrring Torus Chain Lightning Gun Frame: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Thyrring Torus Force Gun Frame: Heavy Tool: Plasma Core Tip: Base Line Gun Frame:
Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Basic Line Gun Mine Frame: Investigation Charging Tip: Compressor 100 Gun Frame : Heavy Tools: Used Tools: Used Tools: Telemetry Spike Tips: Heavy Tools: Telemetry Spike Tips: Heavy Tools: Telemetry Spike Tips: Heavy Revelin Repeating Tools: : Repeater Exercise Projector Frame: Heavy Tools: Plasma Core Tips:
Compressor Grenade Launcher Frame: Heavy Tools: Heavy Tools: Basic Detonator Mine Frame: Heavy Tools: Heavy Tools: Survey Filling Tips: Directed Discharge Field Knock Back Detonator Frame : Heavy tools: surveys Tip: Rail Accelerator Incendiary Grenade Frame: Heavy Tool: Investigation Charging Tip: Lyrthy Torus Rocket Launcher Frame:
Heavy Tool: Investigation Charge Tip: Supervised Suspension Field Tesla Beam Frame: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Precision Tip Bounce Bolas Frame: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Compressor Fixed Bolas Frame: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Heavy De Pilaz Cutter: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame:
Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame Fields Field Volas Cutter Tool: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame:
Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Petter: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy
Tool : Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Heavy Tool: Tesla Core Tip: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Fielder Ring Tool: Heavy Fields Field Bolas Cutter Tool: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Frame: Heavy Fielder: Heavy Trollers: Heavy Frame: Heavy Pilas Cutter: Heavy
Trawler: Heavy Trawler Tool: Pneumatic Torch Tip : Basic Magnesium Afterburner Frame: Heavy Tool: Pneumatic Torch Tip: Compressor Cryogenic Mild Torch Frame: Heavy Tool: Pneumatic Torch Tip: Precision Tip Hydraulic Episator Frame: Heavy/Lower Slot Tool: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Medium/Lower Slot Tool: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Medium/Lower Slot
Tool: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Medium/Lower Slot Tool: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Core/Lower Slot Tool: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Hydraulic Engine Tip: Core/Lower Slot Tool: Core/Lower Slot Tool: Hydraulic Engine Tip : Connick Disper Type: Lyctomy Taurus Organ Gun Frame: Small Tool: Small Tool: Military Engine Tip: Basic Plasma Cutter
Frame: Small Plasma Core Frame: Plasma Dispersor Frame: Compact Tool: Plasma Core Tip: Connick Dispersion Plasma Refator Frame: Compact Distributed Plasma Refator Frame: Plasma Core Tip: Plasma Core Tip: Small Forward Field Blototch Frame: Small Transfer Field Blototch Frame: Small Transfer Field Chito Tip: Basic Ripper Frame: Core Tip:
Basic Ripper Frame: Core Tip: Basic Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Core Tip: Basic Ripper Frame: Basic Refurbisher Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Small Topper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Small Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Small Forward Field Blototch Frame: Small Machine Torch Tip: Basic Ripper
Frame: Basic Ripper Frame : Core Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Small Machine Field Blototch Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Small Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Basic Ripper Frame: Small Transfer Field Blototch Frame: Small Refurbisher Thrash Tip: Small Refurbisher Frame: Small Transfer Field Blototch Frame: Small ForwardEd
Torch Tip: Basic Ripper Discharge Field Suspended Ripper Frame: Small Tool: Lip Core Tip: Basic Rivet Gun Frame: Small Rivet Gun Frame: Telemetry Spike Frame: Basic Revolver Frame: Small Oriented Field Arc Welder Frame: Small Forward Field Arc Welder Frame: Small Forward Field Arc Welder Frame: Small Forwarding Hydraulic Knife Frame:
Small/Lower Slot Tool: Small/Lower Slot Tool: Basic Custom Weapon Tip: Basic Custom Weapon Tip: Basic Custom Weapon Tip : Upper Part Tool: Top Tool: Military Tool: Top Tool: Top Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool:
Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Top Tool: Top Tool: Upper Tool: Top Tool: Top Tool: Top Tool: Top Tool: Top Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Tool:
Upper Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Part Tool: Upper Tool: Compressor Low Tool : Survey Charge Low Tool Tip: Basic Attachment 1: Range Attachment 2:
Explosion Amplifier This custom weapon is a rifle under the grenade launcher. It's like a grenadeAK-47. The compressor does more damage. In addition, the added range provides more scope for aiming. Custom Weapon 2 Frame: Heavy Upper Tool: Heavy Upper Tool: Military Engine Upper Tool Tip: Connick Dispersion Low Tool: Hydraulic Engine Low Tool
Tip: Basic Attachment 1: Flame Glaze Attachment 2: Ammo Support This custom weapon is a pump action shotgun. Flame Glaze Attachments increase the damage done by ammo. Instead of using bullets, hydraulic engines can be used to damage nearby enemies. Even melee attacks deal fire damage due to flame glazing. Connick tips also disperse bullets
in a wider pattern, making the gun more effective at short distances. This gun is especially useful when surrounded by enemies. Custom Weapon 3 Frames: Heavy Upper Tool: Survey Charging Upper Tool Tip: Instruction Suspension Field Low Tool: Survey Charging Low Tool Tip: Instructions Field Attachment 1: Explosion Amplifier Attachment 2: Safety
Guard This custom weapon is a double barrel rocket launcher. Explosive amplifier attachments provide more radius against explosions, and safety guards prevent splash damage. Custom Weapon 4 Frame: Heavy Upper Tool: Used Upper Tool: Telemetry Spike Upper Tool Tip: Lysopharynx Torus Low Tool: Plasma Core Low Tool Tip: Basic Attachment 1:
Stacy Coating Attachment 2: Stacy Amplifier This custom weapon is a combination of rail gun and chain gun. Each shot is to slow down attacking enemies. Custom Weapon 5 Frame: Heavy Upper Tool: Used Upper Tool: Telemetry Spike Upper Tool Tip: Lysotion Torus Low Tool: Survey Charge Low Tool Tip: Instruction Discharge Field Attachment 1: Ammo
Sweeper Attachment 2: Ammo Support This custom weapon is a detonator mine and light machine gun. The gun has a very fast firing speed and a very high ammo capacity. However, only moderate damage is caused. Landmines can be strategically placed to defend waves of enemies. It is a very good deterrent weapon. Each time you exit through a
doorway or stand inside or near an elevator, it's easier to kill enemies and your enemies will leave the area. When enemies ambush you in an elevator or a room accessible through a door, return to the elevator or door and wait. All nearby enemies immediately retreat, allowing plenty of time to re-power and heal. Then, slowly leave a range of elevators or
doors until the enemies return. If you stay nearby, you can easily return to the elevator or door and retreat again. Also, use Stasis for one enemy before standing near an elevator or door. The rest of the enemies can retreat and kill each enemy at once. Note: This trick does not work on ladders. This trick works on most elevators and doors, but maybe the
elevator or door doesn't work. This trick can sometimes freeze your enemies in some rooms or start acting like you can't see Isaac. Hidden messages take the first letter of each chapter and sort them out to spell out the message that the brothers moon is awake. The Easy Salvage Trophy in Chapter 10 will have some soldiers after going out of the dropship,
battling the first wave of enemies early in the chapter. Hide behind the cover until you throw a grenade, it will glow red. Use kinesis to pick up grenades and throw them back at any soldier to get the recoveredtropy. Easy there is always Feng! In Chapter 14, the trophy, the Sassin Barracks accepts the selection duties. During the mission, you will enter a large
pump room after taking a ladder and bypassing the huge spiked pistons. Turn around as if exiting the pump tube and look for a machine labeled Pump 2. Explore the interior Look back at the tube you just exited. You can use Stasis to stop the pump after moving forward to see behind the left preston where it stands. Take a closer look at the Feng treasure on
the left wall. Use Kinesis to collect and there is always Feng! You can win trophies. Easy to buck down trophies in Chapter 4, you have to hack the power console of the elevator. After exiting the elevator while walking along Waypoint, you can see the deer head hanging on the wall as you look to the left. Shoot the deer head with any weapon to get the
Bucktropi below. Get to my level (bronze): Complete the game on any difficulty setting. Explorer (Bronze): Completes all optional tasks. Don't appreciate it? (Gold): Complete the game in hardcore mode. Epic Tier 4 Engineer (Silver): Complete the game in Classic mode. Survivalist (Silver): Complete the game in pure survival mode. Gun Collector (Bronze):
Collect all weapon parts. Professor (Bronze): Collects all artifacts. Librarian (Bronze): Collects all logs. Armour (Bronze): Collects all circuits. There's always Feng! (Silver): Look for Feng. My Friend (Bronze): Search for resources in the Scavenger bot on the bench. Metal Detector (Bronze): Successfully deploys a scabinger bot to 15 resource areas. Tied
(Bronze): Craft a weapon. Edge of Circuit (Bronze): Adds a circuit to the weapon. EMT (Bronze): Create a large Med pack. Full House (Bronze): Craft weapons with 2 tools, tips and attachments filled with all circuit slots. RIG Master (Silver): Fully upgrade the RIG. Master Plan (Bronze): To build, create Blueprints worth at least 2,000 parts and circuits. From
the chin (bronze): Save the co-op partner from running by killing the attacker. Share and share all (bronze): Use RIG to offer items to co-op partners. Medic! (Bronze): Resurrect your co-op partner 10 times. Ghosts of the Past (Silver): Face all the demons of Carver by completing only optional missions with all co-op. Designers (bronze): Share blueprints with
co-op partners. Axial High (Bronze): Kills 30 enemies using the Fother Axis. Salvage (bronze): Grenades or rockets that kill soldiers by TK'ing. Let's go for the limbs! (Bronze): Dismembers 500 limbs from living enemies. And we doubled it! (Bronze): Dismantle 1000 limbs from living enemies. Slow Mo (Bronze): Kill 50 enemies while stationary. Explosive
Corps (Bronze): Blast damage and kill 30 enemies. Shooting Room (Bronze): Head shot kills 30 soldiers. Empty Chamber (Bronze): Kill 30 enemies using melee or melee weapon parts. Electric Lawnmower (Bronze): Use an electric ripper blade to kill 30 enemies. Overpower Healing (Bronze): Uses Quick Healing In addition, there are 16 secret trophies:
Strangers in Strange Lands (Bronze): Complete the Prologue. Space Odyssey (Bronze): Survive the first spacewalk. Critical Mass (Bronze): Restores the shuttle. Eye Clash (Bronze): Reaches Tau Volantis. Gut Immunity (Silver): Defeat the Hive Mind. Hydra (bronze): Kill the Snow Beast. One together (in bronze): Re-establish rosetta. Hell Machine (Bronze):
Reach the alien machine. Shoot for the Moon (Fri): Defeat the Moon. Buck (Bronze) Below: Shoot deer head trophy in Admiral's Quarter. Space Ace (Bronze): Shoot at least 70 targets while riding Tau Volantis. Hungry (Bronze): Reach the pump room in the waystation without notifying the feedder. Drill Sergeant (Bronze): Complete the drill room without
damage. Weed Killer (Silver): Kills 5 cysts in a biology building with a single poison gas cloud. Aliens (Bronze): Collect all alien artifacts. Close Encounter (Bronze): Kills 10 alien necromovs. The following trophies require awakening bonus download content: Pure Maniac (Silver): Complete Dead Space 3 has been awakened in Pure Survival Mode. Tip
(Silver): Awaken: Craft weapons using MK-II weapon tips. Heaven Can Wait (Bronze): Awakening: Co-op partner Stacey when he slows down his bleeding timer. Supercharger (Bronze): Awakening: Reactor charge completed within 90 seconds. In addition, AwakeningBonus has downloaded content and four secret trophies: Bad Moon Rise (Silver):
Complete Dead Space 3 Awakening. Heresy (Bronze): Awakening: Kill the Dantist Cult Leader. True Believer (Bronze): Awakening: Allow the dantist cult leader to survive. Get to the helicopter! (Silver): Awakening: Escape from Tau Volantis to Terra Nova. Nova.
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